DAN YEFFET & LUCIE KOLDOVA

ICONIC
standing mirror

THE FAIREST OF THEM ALL
Iconic is a mirror that proudly stands as a
statue. In marble or oak, the pedestal shape
and metal cylinder intersecting both base
and mirror contrasts with the thickness
of the mirror they support. This oversized,
free standing psyché will hit its mark in any
dressing room.
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ICONIC
Standing mirror

MATERIALS
& FINISHES

FINISHES

MATERIALS

Oak base, red structure

- Aluminium structure
- Marble
- Solid oak
- Mirror

Pele de tigre white marble base,
white stucture
Marquina black marble,
black structure

DIMENSIONS
& WEIGHT

OTHER DETAILS

ICONIC

WITH PACKAGING

HEIGHT

185cm / 72,9in.

- 40x40x80cm /
15,7x15,7x31,5in.

WIDTH

75cm / 29,5in.

DEPTH

38cm / 15in.

- 35x70x140cm /
13,8x27,5x55,1in.

WEIGHT

70 or 80kg /
154 or 176lbs.

85 or 95kg /
188 or 210lbs.

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

Delivery : 6 weeks
Needs assembly
Marble is a natural product. Shade and
pattern may vary between two mirrors.

PACKAGING

1 wooden crate and 1 cardboardbox

MAINTENANCE

Always use a microfiber cloth and rub
lightly. Never apply any solvents.
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The designers
Dan Yeffet is Israeli, Lucie Koldova is from the
Czech Republic. They met whilst collaborating with
designer Arik Levi and began to work together in
2010. Since then, their creations have been shown in
various galleries in Paris, New York, and Prague.
They also designed another project for La Chance :
the Apollo floor lamp.

La Chance
La Chance is a Paris based design company
producing furniture, lighting, accessories, rugs and
wallpaper with a strong and distinctive style.
La Chance gives a contemporary interpretation of
the ornamental and decorative French furniture
tradition rooted in the Art Deco period. The
creations of La Chance share a sophisticated, rich
and singular design based on noble materials. It
is a come back to a warm and uninhibited luxury,
breaking away from cold and conceptual design.La
Chance produces investment pieces that will get a
patina for the future generations to keep enjoying
this contemporary family furniture.
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